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FEATURE DETECTION IN SATELLITE IMAGES USING NEURAL NETWORK

TECHNOLOGY

ABSTRACT

This report describes a study of the

feasibility of automated classification of

satellite imagesL Satellite images were

characterized by the textures they contain.

In particular, the detection of cloud tex-

tures was investigated. The method of

second-order gray level statistics, using

co-occurrence matrices, was applied to

extract feature vectors from image seg-

ments. Neural network technology was

employed to classify these feature vectors.
The Cascade-Correlation architecture

was successfully used as a classifier. The
use of a Kohonen network was also inves-

tigated but this architecture could not re-

liably classify the feature vectors due to

the complicated structure of the classifica-

tion problem. The best results were ob-

tained when data from different spectral
bands were fused.

Keywords: Image Classification, Texture

Analysis, Neural Networks.

INTRODUCTION

The extremely large volume of

satellite image data that has been pro-

duced to date is difficult to classify for

users. As an example, it has been esti-

mated that only 5% of the Landsat im-

ages have ever been viewed by humans.

Therefore, the ability to automatically

classify satellite images is of keen intergst

to all potential users. If a computer .could
:sort images by topic and possibly
i
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associate them with a level of interest

(given some objective) then a human user

would only have to search through a pre-

selected set. This project is a feasibility

study with the main purpose to determine

if a specified feature can reliably be de-

tected in a satellite image by computer.

An important task is to determine

an appropriate set of features. Although

it is sometimes important to detect actual

objects in satellite images, most features

are mainly visible as textures. For exam-

ple, the waves in the ocean are observed

as a texture, various forms of land (urban,

agricultural or forests) appear as different

textures, and the clouds in the sky form

yet another texture. Thus, texture
identification seems a valid means to clas-

sify images. This feasibility study will
focus on the identification and discrimina-

tion of a single, possibly noisy texture.
The feature selected is the texture of

clouds. Clouds are particularly interest-

ing because they do not necessarily cover

an area. Clouds can be dense or sparse.

When the clouds are sparse it will be

possible to partially see through them and
observe the surface below. In this case,

the cloud texture will be intermixed with

other textures. Thus, an automated tech-

nique for cloud identification must be

capable of dealing with a considerable

level of noise caused by these other
textures.

Cloud detection and classification

have been studied by many researchers

(Goodman and Henderson-Sellers, 1988,

and Rossow, 1989). Satellite observations
of clouds have been utilized in atmo-

spheric research ever since the first satel-
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lite images were returned. Satellite

images showing cloud formations are

characterized by high variability of tex-

ture, irregularity of shapes, and a high

level of boundary ambiguity, complicating

cloud detection. Some researchers (Lee

et al., 1990), have gone beyond the identi-
fication task and have classified cloud tex-

tures as stratocumulus, cumulus, or cirrus.

Accurate cloud detection is important for

weather forecasting and the study of

global changes in climate. In addition,

there are other phenomena that produce

cloudlike textures. For example, the

smoke produced by a forest fire may look

like a cloud. Also, the vapors released by

volcanic eruption will be cloudlike in ap-

pearance. If clouds could be successfully
identified even when mixed with other

textures, it is expected that the same

techniques will be applicable to the detec-

tion of large fires and volcanic activities.

Texture Identification

Texture identification has long

been recognized as an important means

for image classification, and many tech-

niques to measure texture are available

(Weszka et al., 1979). A fairly simple

procedure that has been successfully used

by many researchers is second-order gray

level statistics (Haralick et al., 1973). This

method is defined in the spatial domain
and takes the statistical nature of the tex-

ture into account. A set of co-occurrence

matrices is calculated, which measures the

frequency of the simultaneous occurrence

of two specified gray levels at two desig-

nated relative positions in an image seg-

ment (displaying the texture). Generally,

four different matrices are used, each

computing the frequency of gray level co-

occurrence at neighboring positions in

four different directions (horizontal, ver-

tical, and along the two diagonal direc-

tions of the image).
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A variety of measures can be em-
ployed to extract useful textural in-
formation from these matrices. Haralick

et al. (1973) define fourteen different

measures but consider four of them most

useful. They are the angular second mo-

ment (sometimes called energy or homo-

geneity), the contrast, the correlation, and

the entropy of a texture.

Neural Networks

Neural networks have recently be-

come popular as general classifiers. For

example, they were used in a cloud classi-

fication study (Lee et aL, 1990). The ap-

peal of neural networks as pattern recog-

nition systems is based upon several con-

siderations. They appear to perform as
well or better than other classification

techniques and require no assumptions
about the nature of the distribution of the

pattern data. A comparison of neural
networks to classical methods like K-

nearest neighbor and discriminant analy-
sis has shown that neural networks can

achieve equal performance using a much

smaller set of training data (Lee et aL,

1990). They have the capability to learn

extremely complex patterns and are also
suitable for multi-channel data fusion.

An important task is the selection

of a neural network architecture appro-

priate for the application. Pattern recog-

nition is often accomplished by means of

a feedforward architecture. This type of

network has its processing elements orga-

nized in different layers. The bottom

layer accepts an input pattern and calcu-

lates the activations and outputs of its

processing elements. The output values

are then passed to the next layer, which
performs a similar task. This continues

until the top layer is reached. The output

of the top layer represents the classifica-

tion of. the given pattern. The layers be-

tween top and bottom are often called

hidden layers and are responsible for the



correct mapping between the input

patterns and their classifications. The
most familiar architecture in this class

consists of three layers in which consecu-

tive layers are completely connected, as

shown in Figure 1.

Output layer

Hidden

Figure 1.

Input layer

Processing elements and

connections organized as a

three layer neural network

The correct mapping is acquired

during a training phase. In supervised

training, the input patterns and the asso-

ciated desired outputs are presented to

the network. The network will update the

connection strength between the pro-

cessing units based on the difference be-
tween the desired and current outputs

(the current measure of error). The most

well-known updating scheme is back-

propagation, which calculates an error
measure at the output nodes and dis-
tributes this error back to the hidden

nodes (Rumelhart et al., 1986). However,

although backpropagation has been used

in numerous successful applications, it has

several disadvantages. This learning

method is extremely slow. The patterns

that form the training set need to be pre-

sented many times, often thousands of

times, before the network convergences

to a solution. Sometimes, the correct

solution will not be found. Although the
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algorithm attempts to find a global mini-

mum of the total error, it may get trapped
in a local minimum from which it cannot

escape. Also, correct execution depends

on the assignment of an appropriate

number of nodes to the hidden layer(s).

However, determining this number is

more an art than a science. Many

researchers have attempted to improve on

backpropagation. One of these more
recent architectures (Cascade-Correla-

tion) is used in this study.

The Satellite Images

The set of satellite images used in

this research consists of five scenes in

both visible and IR spectral bands. They

were obtained by an Advance Very High

Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) in-

strument. Images were available in five

spectral bands. The wavelengths of each
band are shown in Table 1.

The five scenes were obtained

from the Great Lake area of the United

States, the Atlantic Ocean, Barrow,

Siberia and the Polar Cap. These scenes

contain a variety of surface types, includ-

ing clouds, water, sea ice, and land.

Three of them show appreciable cloud

cover with large variations in density. In

areas containing sparse clouds, the un-

derlying surface is clearly visible. Differ-

ent types of surfaces appear through the

cloud cover. Especially the Polar Cap

scene, showing clouds against a back-

ground of ice, appears a challenging

classification problem even for humans.

Table 1. Satellite Sensor Wavelength (/z m)

Satellite Band Wavelength

Channel 1 0.58 - 0.68

2 0.725 - 1.1

3 3.55 - 3.93

4 10.5 - 11.3

5 11.5 - 12.5



ARCHITECTURES FOR TEXTURE
ANALYSIS

A successful architecture de-

veloped to improve the slow learning

characteristics of backpropagation is Cas-

cade-Correlation (Fahlman and Lebiere,

1990). Like backpropagation, it incorpo-

rates supervised learning and has proved

to be a powerful classifier. However, su-

pervised learning generally does not re-

veal the underlying structure of the

classification problem. In the simplest

case, the various patterns will form dis-
tinct clusters with each cluster corre-

sponding to a different class. However, it

may happen that the clusters overlap.

Then, the patterns belonging to the

different classes are not well separated

presenting a challenging problem to the

classifier. In this case, a supervised

architecture will experience more diffi-

culty in learning the classification (and

may even fail) but it will not show how

the different classes relate. A self-orga-

nizing network like the one designed by

Kohonen (1988) will show this underlying

structure. This architecture employs un-

supervised learning and organizes its units

to reflect the relative configuration of the

patterns.

The Cascade-Correlation Architecture

The Cascade-Correlation (Cas-

cor) network is a dynamic architecture

that incrementally builds its internal

structure during training. Thus, the pro-
grammer need not be concerned with the

appropriate number of units in the hidden

layer(s) because the network itself will

allocate the number of nodes required to

solve the problem. The essence of the ar-

chitecture is the following. Training in

Cascor begins with the consideration of

only two layers (input and output). They
are fully connected and these connections

are trained until no significant changes
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occur anymore. If, at that point, the total

error is still unacceptably high, a hidden

node will be positioned between these

layers. The input connections to the new

node are trained first. The algorithm at-
tempts to maximize the correlation be-

tween the new node's activation and the

output error of the network so that the

new node may make up for the residual

error to the greatest possible extent. The

output connections are then trained by

means of the quickprop algorithm, a sec-

ond-order improvement to backpropaga-
tion (Fahlman, 1988). Hidden nodes are

added, each one in its own separate layer,

until the total error is below a preset
threshold. Each hidden node is con-

nected with all previously assigned hidden

nodes, as well as with all input nodes, and

is trained in isolation. Once trained, its
input connections are frozen. Each hid-

den node is also connected with all output

units. All output connections are trained
after each addition of a hidden node. The

basic architecture is shown in Figure 2.

The resulting network is fast and capable
of reliable classification.
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Figure 2. The Cascade Architecture

The vertical lines sum all

incoming activations.

The initialization of the con-

nection strengths is performed randomly

between certain preset bounds. Thus,



when Cascor is run several times on the

same data set, a different number of hid-

den nodes may be generated. These dif-
ferent runs are referred to as trials. Dif-

ferent trials, although trained on the same

data set, may show different performance

when used to classify the test data.

The Kohonen Self-Organizing Map

The Kohonen self-organizing map

facilitates a better understanding of the

underlying structure of the classification

problem. This method provides a means

to project a high dimensional vector space

onto a lower (usually two) dimensional

space which is simple to represent graphi-

cally. It creates a topology preserving

map in which units that are physically lo-

cated next to each other will respond to

input patterns that are likewise next to
each other.

Competitve layer

/o o o o o//

oooo/.,/
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/

_put layer

Figure 3. The architecture of the

Kohonen Self-Organizing Map

The architecture consists of an in-

put layer that is the size of the input

pattern. This layer is completely con-

nected to a (generally) two-dimensional

organization of units as shown in Figure 3.

The units in this second layer are com-

petitive; that is, each one calculates an ac-

tivation based on the input pattern and

then enters into a competition with the

other units in that layer. Each unit also

represents a pattern, stored as the
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strengths (weights) of the connections

leading to that unit from the input layer.

The activation calculated by each one is

proportional to the similarity between the

input pattern and its stored pattern. The

unit with the highest activation (whose

stored pattern best approximates the cur-

rent input) wins the competition. The

winning unit as well as the units in its im-

mediate neighborhood are selected for

learning; that is, their weights are ad-

justed.

The architecture is initialized by

assigning random weights (within certain

preset limits) to all connections. Initially,
it will be random which unit wins the

competition. The winner and its neigh-

bors will have their weights updated. The

change is such that all weights move over

a short distance towards the current input

pattern which they begin to encode. Each

presentation of an input pattern will move

the weights of a set of units in the direc-

tion of that pattern. As training proceeds,

the neighborhood affected will shrink.

Thus, in the beginning a large group of

units will be pulled towards a particular

pattern while towards the end only a few

will be moved. Eventually, after generally

thousands of pattern presentations, the
result of this kind of training is a topo-

logical organization of the units so that

the ones encoding similar patterns will be

geometrically grouped together. In this

manner, the underlying structure of the
clusters will become visible.

THE CLASSIFICATION EXPERI-

MENTS

The set of satellite images used in

the experiments consists of 23 pho-

tographs showing 5 different scenes.

Their distribution over the spectral bands

is as follows. Bands 2 through 4 each con-

tain 5 images (one of each scene), and
bands 1 and 5 each have 4 images (with



the Great Lakes scenemissing). All pho-
tographsareof size512x 512,contain 256
gray levels and have a resolution of 1100
metersper pixel. The imagesin bands 1
and 2 look most natural to the humaneye
since the corresponding wavelengthsare
in the visible or nearinfrared range, as
shownbyTable 1. The onesin bands3 to
5 appear slightly unfamiliar since these
are infrared photographs.

Several classification experiments
were performed. All of them employed
the sameset of segmentsextracted from
the images. All segmentswere selected
using the Channel 2 photographsand had
a sizeof 25 by 25 pixels. Thesesegments
were classified depending on the preva-
lent cloud pattern present. Not all cloud
patterns appear the same. As mentioned
before, a major causefor the differences
in these patterns is cloud density. As-
signingall the different densities to a sin-
gle classdid not seemreasonable. It was
decided to define three classes of cloud

patterns in the following way. When a

segment is completely filled by clouds it
will be labeled as dense clouds. Different

patterns of dense clouds do occur, but

these will all be assigned to the same

class. When the cloud density is such that

clouds fill the segment for at least two

thirds of the area, this segment will be la-

belled as medium clouds. Finally, a seg-

ment showing light cloud cover such that

less than one third of the area is actually

covered by clouds is labelled as sparse

clouds. All segments were selected to

show as uniform a cloud pattern as possi-

ble. They do not cross texture bound-

aries, showing dense clouds in one part

and possibly no clouds in another part.

Thus, the medium and sparse cloud seg-

ments show clouds interspersed with land,
water, ice, or a combination of these sur-

faces. All segments without any cloud
cover are labelled as no clouds. These

segments are filled with land, water, and
ice, in various combinations.

Once the segments were selected

in Channel 2, corresponding segments
with the same coordinates were extracted

from all other channels of the same scene.

A feature vector was then formed for

each segment in the following way. A set
of four directional co-occurrence matrices

was calculated for each one. The four

prevalent measures, angular second mo-

mentum, contrast, correlation, and en-

tropy were computed from each matrix.

In order to measure a rotationally invari-
ant texture, the feature values derived

from the four directional matrices were

averaged. The four values thus obtained

were combined with the average gray

level (which had to be scaled) and the

standard deviation of the gray levels in

each segment. The resulting six-di-
mensional feature vector was then nor-

malized.

Classification with Cascade-Correlation

Cascor was used in three different

experiments. In the first one, the feature

vectors used for training the network and
those that test the net were all taken from

the same image. Thus, this experiment

consisted of 23 independent tests, one for

each of the 23 images. These tests were

performed to get an initial impression of

the classification capabilities but were not

considered to be of major importance.

The second experiment combined all im-

ages of a particular channel. It consisted

of 5 independent tests, one for each

channel. The third experiment combined
information from different channels. Out

of the many possible combinations five

were selected that appeared most promis-
ing.
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Experiment 1: Classification within a single

image

All feature vectors generated from

a single image were collected. In most

cases, the image contained all four classes

and provided 32 vectors, 8 for each class.

One vector out of each group of 8 was

randomly chosen as the test case. All

others were used for training. All training

vectors were randomly ordered so that

the network would be exposed to all four

classes simultaneously. Cascor always

converged to a solution in a short time in-
terval. The number of hidden nodes allo-

cated varied from 3 to 11 with an average

of about 6 when all 4 classes were present

in the image. Images containing fewer

classes generated fewer nodes. Each test

consisted of a single trial. Classification
in these tests scored over 90% on the av-

erage.

Experiment 2: Classification within a single
channel

This experiment involved all fea-

ture vectors generated from images be-

longing to the same channel. These vec-

tors were partitioned in a training set and

in a test set. Four tests were performed in
each channel. Each test used a different

set of test items. Test items were ob-

tained by random selection from each

class and each image of a channel. The

remaining vectors were used for training.

A typical training set consisted of about

100 vectors, and about 16 vectors were

used for testing. (The test and training
sets in Channels 1 and 5 were somewhat

smaller because one of the scenes was not

available in these channels.)

Cascor was run five times on each

training set. It always converged to a so-
lution with a varying number of hidden

nodes. Each group of five trials that were
tested on the same data forms a test case.

The test cases were labeled 1 through 4.

It was observed that performance within a

test case could vary considerably. This

may be caused by the relatively small set

of test data. Table 2 lists the average per-

centage of misclassifications of each test

case and the misclassification percentage

of the trial in each case that performed

best. This table also shows the average

number of hidden nodes generated during

training and the overall average

percentage of misclassifications observed
in the channel. It is seen that the

misclassification percentages are rather

high and increase in the infrared chan-
nels.

More precise classification data
can be obtained if the nature of the mis-

classification is taken into account. Three

of the four classes correspond to different
levels of cloud cover and are therefore

quite similar. It may be considered less
serious if a vector is misclassified within

the group of cloud cover classes than

when clouds are not recognized at all.

Thus, it may also be important to make a

distinction between segments showing
some level of cloud cover and those con-

taining no clouds at all. Tables 3 and 4

provide examples of the nature of the
misclassifications obtained from the set of

"best trials" of each test in Channels 2 and

3. These tables show the actual classifica-

tions horizontally and the classifications

assigned by Cascor vertically. The num-
bers indicate fractions. Thus, the num-

bers along the diagonals indicate the frac-

tion of correct classifications by the net-

work, and the numbers off the diagonals
show the fraction of misclassifications in

each category.

Table 3 shows that most mis-classi-

fications in Channel 2 were made be-

tween the different cloud cover cate-

gories. There are relatively few cases

where a segment showing some cloud

cover was taken for a segment that con-

tained no clouds at all, or conversely.



Channel

1

2

5

Table 2. The number of hidden nodes and percentage of misclassifications

in each test performed in each of the five channels

Test ID Average Number Average Number of Average Misclassifications
of Hidden Nodes _ Miscinssificationsin% in Channel in besttrial in%

1 21 25 17

2 21 28 17

3 22 22 17

4 23 17 23 6

1 28 22 12.5

2 25 28 25

3 25 25 19

4 26 22 24 12.5

1 28 40 31

2 28 32 19

3 30 31 12.5

4 29 40 36 31

1 29 45 31

2 29 46 37

3 29 34 25

4 30 45 42 25

1 23 42 33

2 25 28 17

3 24 52 50

4 24 32 38 25

Table 3. The classification in Channel 2

of the best trials given as fractions

Table 4. The classification in Channel 3

of the best trials given as fractions

medium

clouds 0.17 1.00 0.13

classification actual classification • classification actual classification

assigned by assigned by
Cascor dense medium sparse no Cascor dense medium sparse no

clouds clouds clouds clouds clouds clouds clouds clouds
dense dense
clouds 0.67 0.04 clouds 0.50 0.17 0.06

medium

clouds 0.33 0.75 0.19

sparse sparse

clouds 0.08 0.81 0.04 clouds 0.17 0.08 0.75 0.08

no clouds 0.08 0.06 0.92 no clouds 0.92
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When judging this result it should be

taken into account that many of the no

clouds segments show ice cover which, at

least to the human eye, appears similar to
a dense cloud cover. However, the neural

network generally had no problem distin-

guishing between these similar textures.
Table 4 shows the results in Channel 3.

These are particularly interesting because

all cloud segments in this channel were

classified as containing some cloud cover.
The classification in terms of clouds or no

clouds was generally found to be above
80% in all channels.

Experiment 3: Classification using fused
channel data

The previous experiment showed
that the classification results differed for

the various channels. Also, the kind of

misclassifications seemed to vary slightly

between the channels. In particular, in
Channel 3 all clouds were classified as

clouds, although misclassifications oc-

curred between the different types. On

the other hand, the detailed classification

as different types of cloud cover in Chan-

nels 1 and 2 surpassed that of Channel 3.
If information obtained from different

channels were to be combined, better

classification results could be expected. It

was decided not to investigate all possible
combinations but to select the more

promising ones.

Channels 1 and 2 show the fewest

misclassifications. Therefore, the data of

these two channels were combined in an

expectation of improved classification.
Channel 3 is of interest because of its

ability to distinguish between segments

containing some cloud cover and those

containing no clouds at all. The data of
this channel were combined with those of

Channel 2. Also, in order to make op-

timal use of the available data, it was de-

cided to combine all five channels. Ini-

tially, these three types of test were per-

formed. After it was observed that the

Channel 2, 3 combination led to signifi-

cantly improved results it was decided to

also investigate the combined data of
Channels 1, 2, 3 and Channels 2, 3, 4.

The channel data were combined

by means of concatenating the appropri-
ate feature vectors. Each feature vector

used in the previous experiments has six

components. As an example of how vec-

tors were combined, consider the two sets

used for the classification tests in Chan-

nels 1 and 2. Each vector in the Channel

1 set is generated from a specific segment

in a Channel 1 image. Each one has a

corresponding vector in the Channel 2 set

generated from the analogous segment of
the same scene in Channel 2. The infor-

mation in the two channels was combined

through concatenating each pair of corre-

sponding vectors. Thus, the training set
used for the Channel 1 and 2 combined

test was of the same size as the training

set used for testing Channel 1. However,
each vector in the combined test had

twelve components. The feature vectors
of Channels 2 and 3 were combined in the

same manner. The feature vectors of the

combined Channels 1, 2 and 3 and Chan-

nels 2, 3 and 4 tests each had eighteen

components. Finally, the corresponding
feature vectors of all five channels were

combined to form a thirty component vec-

tor for the classification experiment com-

bining all channels.

The tests were conducted in the

same manner as in the second ex-

periment. Again, the feature vectors were

partitioned into a training and a test set in

four different ways. For each training set,

Cascor was trained in five separate trials.

All of them converged and were tested.
Table 5 shows the results for the fused

data. The nature of the misclassification

of the "best trials" in each test is shown in
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Channels

Table 5. The number of hidden nodes and percentage of misclassifications

in each test case performed in the combined channels

Test ID Average Number Average Number of Average Misclassifications
of Hidden Nodes Misclassifications in % in Channels in best trial in %

1 and 2

2 and 3

1, 2 and 3

2, 3 and 4

1 17 23 17

2 18 10 0

3 19 33 17

4 17 32 24 17

1 19 9 0

2 19 7 6

3 18 15 0

4 17 5 9 0

1 12 12 0

2 14 18 17

3 13 10 8

4 12 29 16 25

1 17 15 0

2 17 7 0

3 18 9 0

4 19 4 9 0

1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 1 12 15 0

2 12 8 8

3 12 10 8

4 10 29 15 25

Table 6. The classification in Channels 2 and 3
combined of the best trials

classification actual classification
assigned by
Cascor dense medium sparse

clouds clouds clouds
dense
clouds 0.92

no

clouds

medium

clouds 0.08 1.00

sparse
clouds 1.00

no clouds 1.00

Table 7. The classification of all five channels
combined of the best trials

classification actual classification

assigned by
Cascor dense medium sparse

clouds clouds clouds
dense
clouds 0.88 0.08

medium
clouds 0.12 0.75

sparse
clouds 0.25 0.92

no clouds

no
clouds

0.05

0.95
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Tables 6 and 7 for Channels 2 and 3 and

all five channels combined, respectively.

Comparing the classification re-
suits of the fused Channel 1 and 2 data

with the classification in Channels 1 and 2

separately, it is seen that the combined

result gives the same overall classification

performance. However, the fused data of

Channel 2 and 3 showed significant im-

provement. Correct classification

reached over 90% and matched the per-

formance of the single image tests. In

particular, the precise misclassification

results displayed in Table 6 show that the
"best trials" in each test had almost no

misclassifications at all. When all five

channels were combined, the classifica-

tion performance dropped somewhat but
is still better than classification in each of

the channels separately. In particular,

Table 7 shows that the separation be-

tween segments containing some level of

cloud cover and those containing no

clouds at all is quite good for these tests.

The experiments in the three channel
combinations showed similar results. It is

remarkable, though, that in the Channel

2, 3 and 4 combination, there always was

at least one trial that showed perfect
classification.

Kohonen's self-organizing maps

The various sets of feature vectors

were also used to produce the topological

selforganizing maps. A topological map

was generated for each channel sepa-

rately as well as for the channel combina-
tions discussed before.

size of the feature vectors. The competi-

tive layer had 100 units organized as a 10

by 10 grid. The total number of feature

vector presentations was 100,000. Con-

vergence to a stable configuration was

achieved. The size of the initial neigh-

borhood was 5 by 5 and the initial learn-

ing rate was 0.2.

Figure 4 shows the topological

map obtained from the Channel 1 data as

an example. It is seen that the no clouds

vectors are spread out most and show up

in almost any segment of the plane. This

is to be expected because these vectors

represent many different textures.

However, the different cloud types do not

cluster very well either. Some clusters

can be distinguished; for example, there is

a dense clouds cluster consisting of five

units in the top left quadrant of the plane.
But some smaller clusters and isolated

units representing the dense clouds texture
are found in other locations. The medium

clouds and sparse clouds patterns are dis-
tributed too. Similar distributions were

observed in the other channels. It may be
concluded that none of the five channels

show strong clustering of feature vectors

belonging to any of the four classes dis-

tinguished in the experiments. Thus,

many of the feature vectors belonging to

the same class are quite dissimilar. The

clustering patterns of the larger vectors

combining the results of more than a sin-

gle channel were not significantly differ-
ent.

CONCLUSIONS

When producing a map showing

the organization of the feature vectors

within a channel, the input layer must

consist of six units since the single chan-

nel feature vectors have six components.
In order to show the results of the com-

bined channels, this input layer needs to

be enlarged according to the increased

The project researched the possi-

bility of automated discrimination of a

specified texture in AVHRR satellite im-

ages. The texture of cloud formations was
selected and three different classes were

defined based on the cloud density. Only

a small set of satellite images was avail-
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Figure 4. The clustering of the dense, medium, and

no clouds feature vectors in Channel 1

able. Taking the difficulty of the classifi-

cation into account, it may be concluded

that this project was successful in the

sense that it was found possible to dis-
criminate cloud textures from all other

textures with reasonable accuracy. Seg-

ments showing the various levels of cloud

cover were extracted. In many segments,
the cloud textures were mixed with vari-

ous levels of noise due to small gaps in
the cloud cover. The method of second-

order gray level statistics was used to ob-

tain feature vectors from these segments.

The clustering properties of these vectors

was studied by means of the Kohonen

self-organizing maps.
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The vectors generated by the no

clouds class did not cluster very well as

should be expected. These vectors repre-

sent many different textures and will show

large variability. It should also be antici-

pated that the sparse clouds vectors would
not cluster well. This turned out to be

generally the case (although the largest

cluster observed in any of the maps be-

longed to the sparse clouds class). The
medium clouds and dense clouds feature

vectors were expected to cluster better as

compared to the other two classes, but
this was found not to be the case. In or-

der to obtain better clustering properties

of feature vectors, different preprocessing
methods could be studied. Possible can-



didates are the two-dimensional Fast
Fourier transform, the Gabor transform

and wavelets expansions. However, it
should be realized that cloud textures

show large variability and the classifi-

cation problem may be inherently dif-

ficult, independent of which prepro-

cessing technique is used.

Given this large variability in fea-

ture vectors within a class, it does not

seem advisable to use a self-organizing
neural network architecture for classifica-

tion. The topological maps generated by
the Kohonen network were of interest be-

cause they revealed the complexity of the

classification problem. However, if this

architecture had been used as a classifier,

it would have generated many misclassifi-
cations. A neural network architecture

employing supervised learning is better

suited for this type of classification as

demonstrated by this project. The Cas-

cade-Correlation network performed
well. The best results were obtained

when data from Channels 2 and 3 or

Channels 2, 3 and 4 were fused. In these

cases, the four classes could be distin-

guished with an average accuracy of 91%.
Moreover, several tests in these channel

combinations showed no misclassification

at all. If these better performing trained

networks could be recognized in advance,
much better classification results could be

obtained.

We recently became aware of a

similar study performed by Slawinski et

al., 1991. These researchers used the

backpropagation architecture to classify

different levels of cloud cover against an

ocean background in AVHRR images.

They used the pixel gray levels of small

image segments together with first-order

statistics measures as inputs to the neural

networks. Their best results (93% correct

classification) are similar to the best clas-

sifications obtained in our project. How-

ever, the ocean provides a rather homo-

geneous background and the variability in

their images is essentially introduced by

the cloud textures. When the background

itself shows large variability, as in the

majority of the images used for our pro-

ject, classification methods that are

largely based on the actual values of the

pixels may not be successful.

This feasibility study has proved

the possibility of automated satellite im-

age classification. Future research could

focus on the distinction of many different

textures in these images. Eventually, a

software package could be implemented

that partitions an image into a set of

overlapping segments and then scans each

segment in an attempt to classify it ac-

cording to its dominant texture. A set of
identified textures could be used as an in-

dex in a data base through which images
could be stored and retrieved. Research

will be required to specify an appropriate

set of textures. Various preprocesing

techniques need to be investigated with

respect to the clustering properties of the

generated feature vectors. Additional re-

search may be required to select the most

appropriate neural network architecture.
Based on the current results, Cascade-

Correlation seems a good candidate for

the expanded classification task. How-

ever, there is some evidence that the gen-
eralization characteristics of Cascade-

Correlation are not as good as those of

the backpropagation network (Crowder,

1990). Thus, it may be useful to consider
additional architectures.
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